
We are looking for 

a new 

Network Security
Analyst
this is a full-time position
 

Are you seeking a career in cybersecurity?
Do you want to help reveal cyber threats hidden

in an organization’s infrastructure using 

our MENDEL network traffic analysis solution 

and contribute to a more secure virtual world?
 

Our CyberOps Team is growing. We are looking

for a new teammate whose main objective will be 

to monitor network traffic and any anomalies 

and threats in IT networks while finding ways 

to eliminate and remove the security threats
and performance imperfections.

 

This means someone who will make sure that

our customers' data is safe, and that any threat 

is revealed before it causes any harm.

 
 
 ABOUT THE ROLE - You will participate in the following:

 
On a regular basis, you will produce reports

You will analyze the behavior of malicious

You will take part in building and further

including recommendations for security

measures

 

MALWARE LAB:

software in our Malware Lab

improving the Lab

YOUR SKILLS

Great analytical and synthetical skills

An eye for a detail

You will be the expert in Network Traffic Analysis, 

so you should have:

The ability to think/willingness to learn 

You have great communication skills to help

how to think one step ahead (especially 

in a case of a cyber threat)

and explain behavior on customer networks

 

REQUIREMENTS

Note: If you don't match all the criteria but
you think you will be great at this job,
send us your CV and a cover letter
explaining why.

jobs@greycortex.com

+420 511 205 388

also suitable for freshly graduated

You have a strong interest in cybersecurity

and you keep up to date with news and

current trends

You have basic Linux knowledge

You will be monitoring, analyzing, 

In a case of anomaly or security threat, you

SECURITY ANALYSIS & INVESTIGATION:

and evaluating security incidents of our clients’

networks

 

will investigate its cause and help to prevent

any harm

 

You should have basic knowledge of network

You can speak English, and Czech/Slovak 

traffic analysis tools (Wireshark, tcpdump, etc.)

 


